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Evelyn Early-

Israeli Summer Provides Contrast of Emotions
"At gara po?" ("You live here?") Yonar, the young ice

cream shop owner, was incredulous. I nodded and smiled.
There was a slight pause in conversation while the meagre
Hebrew gleaned from my Saturday morning pilgrimages
to the University of Minnesota assembled itself in my mind.
I formed another "Dick and Jane" sentence telling him
that I lived with a family in one of the ubiquitous white
apartment buildings up the street.

Yonar himself did not live here in Or Yehuda — a small
town near Tel Aviv whose population is predominately
Israelis of Iraqi background. He had just treated me to a
huge bowl of homemade apricot ice cream. As I listened
to the constant scattering of dice by men playing with
black and red chips at the near-by tables, I knew that I
was the only woman in the shop. I never saw any women
or girls at a cafe during my entire stay in Or Yehuda. The
teachers from the army were about the only other (western)
women of my age in the town.

My family in Or Yehuda came to Israel from Iraq in
1951, when the town was a huge transient camp where
everyone lived in tents. They were part of the post-1948
influx of North African and Middle-Eastern immigrants —
the movement which changed the face of the land once
dominated by Polish and Russian pioneers.

Mr. Mualem works for the city council as director of
education; many of the other intellectuals who came
from Baghdad have left Or Yehuda. This fact, and the
eight-children families which bulge out of four-room

flats, pose problems for the town's development. For-
tunately, Or Yehuda is building attractive dwelling
units to entice young western intellectuals — a neces-
sary element of diversity if the town is to participate
in the Israeli ideal of social and cultural integration.

My SPAN project this summer was concerned with the
relation of the Eastern and Western cultures in Israel
today. "My approach was from an anthropological viewpoint,
and my methodology depended heavily on informal obser-
vation. After living in Or Yehuda, I went to Kiryat Gat —
a regional development town in the northern Negev. With
almost half of its settlers veteran Israelis, or Israelis with
a western background, Kiryat Gat is one of the most ethni-
cally balanced towns in Israel. The city is proud of the
Glickson Quarters. These buildings — especially designed
by a French architect to promote ethnic mixing — contain
several income level dwellings and ingenious staircases
and pedestrian pathways which force people into the gar-
den meeting areas.

I missed Or Yehuda — the pieta bread stuffed with fried
egg plant, parsley, and eggs which we ate every Sabbath;
the man at the market who fixed my sandals; but most of
all, the many nights on the balcony when my family and
I talked about topics ranging from the value of the kibbutz
system, to frozen food in America. But Kiryat Gat soon
won my heart — especially on a moonlit, desert night.

I shared a flat with the army girls who teach Hebrew to

the women in their homes. I watched Orna in her pressed,
khaki uniform patiently correcting mispronunciations as
the mother — in a sagging, brightly-flowered dress, and
oblivious of the children underfoot — read haltingly. I saw
the same self-confidence in Orna that I noticed in the boys
who drove the kibbutz tractors through mined areas — a
self-sufficiency characterizing many of Israel's sabra (na-
tive-born).

The elation of the people when I arrived in Israel
this June merely intensified their already-fierce na-
tionalism. In my more indulgent moments — usually
when under the influence of the hospitality Israel has
learned from the Middle East — I viewed the people
as delightfully chauvinistic. But in a situation where
neither side has a monopoly on that illusive "moral
right/' and where both have a long, proud history,
and deeply felt personal grievances, I could not fling
my support to either side.

After the initial flush of victory, the feelings of the
Israelis themselves were not in concord; one would not
expect an Arabic Jew and a European Jew to view the sit-
uation in the same light. But perhaps I, as a foreigner,
noticed more than they that all the millions of dollars, and
thousands of volunteers from the West which came after
the war, were coming to the country with the highest lit-
eracy rate and standard of living in the Middle East, and
not to Jordan, or Egypt, or Morocco, or . . .

NOEXIT Philosophy Discussed;
Greater Involvement Planned

by Dave Wille
NOEXIT is not a place, it's an

idea, or at least a place trying to
become an idea. The idea is dis-
cussion, participation, and involve-
ment, for anyone and for any pur-
pose.

The idea now is so general
and so all-inclusive that it
really doesn't mean anything,
but it has possibilities of bring-
ing about a dynamic program.
Tuesday night featured a work-

shop, set up to pin down this idea
and to decide what NOEXIT is
really all about. Approximately 25
people assembled in the dimly lit
basement and talked about the
question "What can be done with
a coffee house?"

The NOEXIT bartenders led the
discussion. Their comments were
general, and not related to specific
issues, but they got across the open
attitude of NOEXIT. There is no
clique that runs it, and no "in
group" with which a person must
gain favor to participate.

The coffee house is meant to
be an open, free-form medium
available to any programs
which need a place to be
planned or any ideas which
need a place to be expressed.
NOEXIT is ready to do almost
anything.
The most worthwhile part of the

Tuesday evening program began
when the panel discussion broke
up, and immediately groups of five
or six began their own exchange
of ideas. Several good uses for NO-
EXIT were brought up, such as an
outlet for student paintings, a
place for criticism of creative
writing, a platform for club-spon-
sored speakers, and a place for
professors to talk with their fans
and their foes.

A weekly schedule is starting to
form; with something of interest
on the nights with no scheduled
entertainment. Next week there
will be a workshop for a possible
theater group, a discussion with
some of the foreign students on
campus, and a Latin American
dancing session.

Other areas of interest in
which NOEXIT could do some-
thing are confidential counsel-
ing, publicizing of birth con-
trol information, and bringing
to tampus internationally
known artists and thinkers
through a special anonymous
fund.
The participants in NOEXIT are

thinking big, and are full of en-
thusiasm for their idea of involve-
ment in anything or everything.
The possibilities are great, if the
general philosophy can just be
translated into something specific
for the coffee house to do. .

Prestige and Honor
by Andy Sarvis

A word has come into great
vogue in America. This rising and
increasingly affluent society seems
strangely compelled to create sym-
bols for itself. The word, of course,
is "prestige." Americans at home
and abroad strive to create prestige
for themselves: prestige homes,
prestige automobiles, prestige
clubs, prestige policies.

In the current debate on Viet-
nam this strange word has come to
dominate all thought, all debate.
Where is American prestige? What
do the polls say? How are we going
to get more prestige? How much
prestige value does this or that
have?

What is prestige, then? It
seems to me that prestige is a
combination of a few indica-
tions of what others think
about us which we then fit
into our own self-conceptions.
It is not surprising that our
own egos dominate this com-
bination. Each of us twists the
indicators into his precon-
ceived pattern of himself and
finds himself at some level on
his own "prestige chart,"
which he, somehow, thinks
everyone else follows too.
It is undeniable that prestige

exists. Prestige is having a big
black Cadillac (or is it a Rolls
Royce, or something else? I haven't
kept up with the current fasfiion).

Decision-Making Practices
Raise Interesting Questions

by Mike Green berg
The proposed Frederick Weyerhaeuser chapel has

been an object of controversy ever since it became
a reality to the college community last year.

The idea of having a chapel is not a new one,
however. Dean Fred Kramer indicated that the trus-
tees, alumni, and administration had assumed for
many years that a chapel would be a part of Macal-
ester's future. The long range planning report of
1961 gave concrete form to this assumption.

When the new dormitories, dining commons,
and fine arts tenter were on the drawing board,
the same architectural firm was studying the
possibility of converting the east wing of Old
Main to a Gothic style chapel, but this plan was
shelved. Then the announcement of Mrs. Weyer-
haeuser's grant made it possible for the college
to build a separate chapel building free of fi-
nancial burden.
There are several areas of controversy connected

with the chapel itself. Nothing can be gained by
recanting all the arguments which have been posed
on both sides; the chapel controversy is now a dead
horse. Nonetheless, there is a residue of resentment
about a more fundamental issue than whether,or not
to build a chapel on the mall.

The questions students are asking now have
to do with the nature of the decision-making
process at Macalester and with the relationship
between community government and the real

' centers of power. There seems to be less of a
concern, in other words, with individual prob-

lems, than with the primary issue of how de-
cisions are reached regarding those problems.
There are three major tension points.
First, students concerned about this issue almost

universally regard policy making to be ultimately
closed to student entree. To some outspoken critics
of the system, votes on faculty committees, for ex-
ample, are nothing more than a ruse to give students
an illusory sense of power. Community government,
say these people, is a farce.

Second, the informal nature of policy-making and
execution has been brought into question. The quarrel
here is with lack of communication: somehow de-
cisions are being made informally, policies are being
established tacitly, and conflicting interests are not
being given an opportunity to articulate themselves.
The college, it appears, has on any given issue a
policy for public consumption and an opposite policy
which is tacit. Who can know which policy will be
exercised on a particular occasion?

Third, and most important, students are won-
dering what interests are receiving priority in
the decision-making process, and how legitimate
Is the claim of those interests for priority. In
other words/ does the greatest strength belong
to those interests with the greatest direct power
over the college budget? Are questions of aca-
demic integrity submerged in a quagmire of ex-
pediency?
The chapel controversy caused students and faculty

to ask these kinds of questions. Nearly everyone
agrees that the questions are important; there is no
clear concensus regarding their resolution.

Prestige is having a big important
position of responsibility.

Prestige is being rich and not
paying your debts, because people
should be glad to serve you. Pres-
tige is having intercourse with
numerous women often, and regu-
larly, and keeping all of them
happy, because, they . . . submit-
ted to you. Prestige is sending the
marines in and getting away with
it. Oh yes, prestige exists.

But then there is another
word, usua My ca I led honor.
Honor- is being able to walk

down the street, and to go
about one's business honestly,
humbly, without violating the
rights of others. Honor is
rather the defence of those
whose rights have been vio-
lated, and the ability to rec-
ognize one's errors and inade-
quacies. It is the strength not
to submit to anyone in any-
thing, but to respect each in
all things.
Yes, there is prestige, and then

there is honor. They are not usual-
ly the same.

Open Houses Necessitate Modesty
Or Exhibitionism; Sex Cycle Created

by Shakib A. Otaqui

There is one main sexual char-
acteritic which differentiates us
humans from most of the lower
members of the animal kingdom—
the lack of a definite sexual cycle
in regulating the times that sexual
activity may be indulged in.

After three weeks at Mac, how-
ever, I am beginning to doubt
whether the particular section of
humanity represented by the stu-
dent body here can lay claim to
this privileged status any longer.
That hallowed campus institution,
the Open House, has effectively
imposed a seven-day cycle on what
so far has been a steeple of sexel-
lence.

Of course, many will argue
that the Open House system
was never instituted in order
to allow students to release
their sexual tensions, cyclical
or otherwise. Instead, the ar-
gument would state that it
was intended merely to pro-
vide an opportunity for rela-
tively private social inter-
course between the sexes. But

the twice-weekly procession of
hot-and-bothered couples sure-
ly makes this position unten-
able; and the fact remains
that the men's dormitories are
transformed every weekend
into a greater or lesser orgy.
The Open House system takes

its toll of another characteristic
which had been almost confined to
humans in the past—sexual mod-
esty. The open-door rule makes
essential either complete absti-
nence or a lack of inhibition bor-
dering on exhibitionism. Since the
latter alternative is almost uni-
versally adopted, it may be argued
that this policy performs a service
in eliminating some of the exces-
sive sexual prudery which exists
in this country.

So, on an admittedly short
acquaintance, how can one
judge this dichotomous insti-
tution—so eagerly awaited yet
so consistently attacked?
It would appear that, to para-

phrase a famous comment made
about women: "We can't live with-
it, but we can't live without it
either."

KMCL Begins Operation;
Emphasis Is "Won-Commercia/

KMCL, Macalester's radio sta-
tion, began live broadcasting on the
frequency of 550 kilocycles this
week. Unlike the two commercial
"rocker" stations in the Twin
Cities, KMCL's afternoon and
early-evening programming will
emphasize cuts from new albums
rather than "singles" and will in-
clude a sizable amount of psyche-
delic music and rhythm and blues.

According to station manager
Richard Paronto, this type of for-
mat is beginning to replace the
strictly top-40 type of programming
commercial contemporary stations
have been using for the past ten
years or so, but has not yet been
attempted by any station in the
Twin Cities. Late-evening program-
ming will, as it has in the past, em-

phasize "easy listening" music for
the bookers or the open-housers..

KMCL operates on a carrier-
current system through the
schoo I's wi ri ng system and
broadcasts to all dormitories
24 hours a day, seven days a
week. Live programming origi-
nates from studios in the Stu-
dent Union from 4 p.m. to
midnight each day except Sat-
urday.
Although the emphasis is on:

music, the station also carries NBC
news and sports, NBC "Emphasis""
programs, campus news and an-
nouncements, and many Macalester
sporting events. From midnight to
4 p.m. and all day on Saturdays,
KMCL re-broadcasts music from a
Twin City FM station.
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